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Dear reader,
The Trail staff is excited to be back with you for our
tenth anniversary volume! That’s right—The Trail
has brought environmental news, campus updates,
and homemade Trail Mix to the Rutgers community
for ten years now, based out of our office here in
the Human Ecology Department on Cook Campus.
We are kicking off this semester with article topics
ranging from interstellar science mysteries, to
geoengineering here on Earth, to domestic and
international news. So dig in, and welcome back to
The Trail—our staff is happy to have you here with
us.
Sincerely,
The Editors

Have you noticed these flowers on campus or in your neighborhood
lately? From the genus Galanthus, this plant is commonly referred to as
snowdrops, and it flowers in NJ from mid-February through mid-March.
Look for them near the footpath outside Loree hall and the Hickman
bridge, where this picture was taken!
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Hog Island Oyster Company Making Waves
By Olivia Le Warn
Human activity has led to the addition of over 140 Pg of carbon (1Pg=1015g) to the world’s
oceans, leading to a .1 unit decrease in pH overall. These effects are more pronounced in colder
surface waters, such as the Northern Pacific coast of North America. This is bad news for oysters and
other shelled bivalves, as rising CO2 levels and the resulting lowered pH levels have been found to
negatively effect the respiration, motility, and fertility of many ocean dwelling organisms. In a study
conducted by Barton et al. (2012) it was found that oyster larvae subjected to these lower pH levels,
who form their shell material out of carbonate, were unable to reach the same juvenile size as those
not exposed to acidic conditions. While the natural variability of oysters ensures that some larvae
survived, there was still an overall decrease in cohort production.
This looks grim for the oyster industry, which was valued at $136 million as of 2012, a number
that does not include the numerous employment opportunities generated by aquaculture institutions.
The Pacific Northwest’s farming of the Pacific oyster (Crassostrea gigas) has been severely impacted,
with increased mortality in 2008 due to upwelling, a process which can release CO2 into surface
waters and the atmosphere. This had an even bigger effect due to a 2006 blight involving the bacteria
Vibrio tubiashii.
The Hog Island Oyster Company, located about 50 miles north of San Francisco, is
undertaking innovative strategies to overcome this dilemma, namely by utilizing sea grasses to
sequester carbon. Sea grasses take carbon dioxide from the ocean in order to undergo
photosynthesis, effectively creating a “bubble” of CO2-depleted water around the plants that would
protect vulnerable species from ocean acidification. Researchers are concerned that the “bubble” may
only exist in specific locations or times of year, but still see this approach as having a lot of potential.
Often referred to as “blue carbon stores”, marine plant
communities store large amount of carbon. In seagrass meadows
alone it is estimated that 4.2-8.4 Pg of carbon is stored globally,
and they are among the most productive ecosystems on the
planet. While only comprising 0.2% of the ocean’s area, they bury
about 10% of the yearly organic carbon. The soils below the
seagrass meadows are mainly anaerobic, leading the captured
carbon to be sequestered for millennia. As of now, the Hog Island
Oyster Company’s experiment is in its early stages, with mesh
bags of juvenile oysters being placed in seagrass beds, but initial
reports have been promising.
On their own, seagrasses and oysters provide a number of
ecosystem services, such as providing nursery habitat for fish and
invertebrates, water filtration, erosion control, creation of
foraging areas for waterfowl and shore birds, and of course,
carbon sequestration. Questions may arise regarding how these
Back to "In this Issue"
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two communities impact one another, with oysters in decline due to anthropogenic effects such as
over-harvesting and pollution, and seagrasses facing eutrophication, wetland filling, and dredging.
In a study conducted by Dumbauld and McCoy (2015) researching a seagrass found in the
Pacific Northwest (Zostera marina), it was found that oyster aquaculture had no substantial effect on
seagrasses at the landscape scale. In fact, while the seagrass is impacted when directly underneath
aquaculture structures, processes performed by the oysters such as nutrient supplementation and
water clarity enhancement were found to positively impact the seagrasses overall.
While in decline in most parts of the world, the Pacific Northwest has seen an expansion of Z.
marina and other seagrass species and was found to be resilient at the landscape level. With all this
being said, research must continue in the Hog Island Oyster Company. With analysis of the
effectiveness of seagrasses as a potential buffer for species vulnerable to ocean acidification, such as
oysters, solutions will continue to be found and enhanced.

Works Referenced
Aquaculture, O. O. (2015, September 21). U.S. Aquaculture Production Infographic. Retrieved February 02, 2018, from
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/aquaculture/homepage_stories/18_marine_aquaculture_infographic.html
Barton, A., Hales, B., Waldbusser, G. G., Langdon, C., & Feely, R. A. (2012). The Pacific oyster, Crassostrea gigas, shows
negative correlation to naturally elevated carbon dioxide levels: Implications for near‐term ocean acidification
effects. Limnology and oceanography, 57(3), 698-710.
Dumbauld, B. R., & McCoy, L. M. (2015). Effect of oyster aquaculture on seagrass Zostera marina at the estuarine land‐
scape scale in Willapa Bay, Washington (USA). Aquaculture Environment Interactions, 7(1), 29-47.
Fourqurean, J. W., Duarte, C. M., Kennedy, H., Marbà, N., Holmer, M., Mateo, M. A., ... & Serrano, O. (2012). Seagrass
ecosystems as a globally significant carbon stock. Nature geoscience, 5(7), 505.
Sommer, L. (2018, January 30). Can Seagrass Save Shellfish From Climate Change? Retrieved February 02, 2018, from
https://www.npr.org/2018/01/30/580999790/can-seaweed-save-shellfish-from-climate-change
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The Barrier to Australia’s Great Reef
By Ryan Layden
Arguably the single greatest threat to the natural world is manmade
global warming, and the Great Barrier Reef knows this all too well. This
complex ecosystem runs 1,600 miles along Australia’s east coast and covers
an area of 133,000 square miles, about the size of California. Coral bleaching
has reached an astounding 93% of the reef and has seen its greatest mass
bleaching events as recently as 2016 and 2017. This equates to 123,690
square miles of the reef experiencing some degree of bleaching. While coral
bleaching is not necessarily a death sentence, it has the potential to destroy
entire ecosystems.
Corals are given their color through their symbiotic relationship with a
group of algae known as Zooxanthellae. This single-celled organism lives
within the tissues of individual coral polyps and provides nutrition to both
parties by way of photosynthesis. When water temperatures increase, the
algae’s photosynthetic processes become more robust, which allows it to
produce oxygen at up to 8 times its normal rate. Increased levels of oxygen
lead to severe cellular damage to the coral polyps, forcing them to expel the
tissues housing the Zooxanthellae. This removes the coral’s primary food
source and exposes their white exoskeletons. If left in this state for an
extended period of time, the polyps die off and the reef is considered dead.
In conjunction with increased oceanic
temperatures, water serves as a vast
carbon sink. It is estimated that half of all
the carbon dioxide from fossil fuel
emissions has been dissolved into our
oceans, lowering its pH and increasing
acidity. The chemical makeup of water has
to be very specific for coral to flourish.
Acidic
conditions
bar
exoskeleton
development, preventing coral polyps from
extracting the calcium carbonate they need
to grow from the water. This not only
prevents new growth, but also dissolves
existing reefs, thereby undoing untold
years of development.
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Bleaching events on the Great Barrier Reef have been observed since
1982, but the most notable mass bleaching events occurred in 1998, 2002,
2016, and 2017. The upcoming 2018 season is sizing up to qualify as the third
year in a row. The Paris Climate Agreement sets an aspirational ceiling of 1.5
degrees Celsius on atmospheric temperature increase over preindustrial
levels, but experts say that significant reef deterioration can be expected
past 1.2 degrees Celsius.

The Coordinator for NOAA's Coral Reef Watch, Mark Eakin, expressed
his overwhelming concern for the status of coral reefs globally.
“Sometimes you talk about wishing you could ‘unsee’ something…. The
corals were white. The fish were swimming around stunned—they didn't
know where to go…. The entire reef was in shock.”

Works Referenced
Central, B. K. (2016, April 20). Bleaching Hits 93 Percent of the Great Barrier Reef. Retrieved February
10, 2018, from https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/bleaching-hits-93-percent-of-th
e-great-barrier-reef/
Hannam, P. (2017, August 02). Warming limit of 1.2 degrees needed to save Great Barrier Reef: ex
pert panel. Retrieved February 10, 2018, from http://www.smh.com.au/environment/climate
-change/warming-limit-of-12-degrees-needed-to-save-great-barrier-reef-expert-panel20170728-gxkwph.html
Jones, A. (n.d.). Coral Reefs and Climate Change - How does climate change affect coral reefs - Teach
Ocean Science. Retrieved February 10, 2018, from http://www.teachoceanscience.net/
teaching_resources/education_modules/coral_reefs_and_climate_change/
how_does_climate_change_affect_coral_reefs/
US Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. (2014, November
26). Coral Bleaching. Retrieved February 10, 2018, from https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/ pod
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Last month in Chile, President Michelle Bachelet designated 10.3 million acres as part of five
new national parks. A combined effort of the Chilean government and Tompkins Conservation,
the new additions complete a Chilean ‘Route of Parks’ with a total of 17 parks spanning the
narrow country. Supplementing large areas already owned by the government, a portion of the
land now included in the parks came in the form of a 1.3-million-acre donation from American
conservationist Kristine McDivitt Tompkins.
Michelle Bachelet, the current president of Chile, has
played an essential role in the creation of the new parks, along
with several other environmental projects. Her progressive
stances pertaining to environmental protection, renewable
energy, and gender equality have led to an accomplished
political career. Bachelet has now reached the final year of her
second term as president, and successfully confirmed the new
deal with Tompkins Conservation as one of her last actions in
office.
McDivitt Tompkins and her late husband, Douglas
Tompkins, spent the last 25 years privately buying up land with
the intention of long-term conservation. In the early 1990’s,
Douglas Tompkins left behind his past as the founder of the
North Face and Esprit outdoor clothing companies in order to
fully dedicate his resources towards conservation projects. With the creation of The
Conservation Trust and the Foundation for Deep Ecology, Tompkins and his wife Kristine have
become known for their comprehensive efforts in wildland protection.
With its large swaths of land throughout Chile and Argentina, the Tompkins family has
focused on rebuilding the ecological integrity of ecosystems using a common method known as
rewilding. Rewilding entails the reintroduction of plant and animal species with the intention
of restoring ecological processes and natural habitats. Kristine McDivitt Tompkins has stated
her aim to “change the way national parks look at rewilding everywhere in the world where
there are extirpated [locally extinct] species and make it one of the goals of national parks
everywhere, to rewild.” A common criticism of rewilding is the frequent exclusion of natural
predators from repopulation plans. To avoid this issue, the Conservation has closely monitored
predators like the puma as they reintroduce herbivores such as the guanaco and tapir.
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In addition to ecological advantages, the opening of several new national parks creates a
number of new opportunities for recreation and tourism. Trails and waterways will allow ample
access to Chilean citizens, in addition to ecotourists. With the addition of five new parks and the
expansion of three others, the complete ‘Route-of-Parks’ has several economic implications as
well. A Tompkins Conservation estimate from 2017 indicates that the new Route has “the
potential to generate US $270 million in annual, ecotourism-related revenue and employ up to
43,000 people in the region.” While some view these new opportunities for recreation and
tourism in a positive light, others, including local community members and industry figureheads,
see the parks from a different perspective.
For as long as the Tompkinses have lived and worked in Chile, some have questioned their
motives and taken issue with the influence they have over local affairs. Douglas Tompkins
vehemently opposed a later-rejected proposition that would have created five new hydroelectric
dams. Tompkins Conservation has additionally bought up land that some claim should remain in
the hands of local ranchers and farmers. Argentinian journalist Gonzalo Sanchez explains, “With
[Douglas Tompkins’] death many questions [were] raised about what will happen now with the
construction of these conservation areas.” While this sentiment remains, the recent donation
indicates a sustained commitment to converting private reserves into public parks.
Chile’s new designation of national parks offers onlookers an accomplishment to
celebrate and an ecological future on which to speculate. Although President Michelle Bachelet
has only a few weeks remaining in her term, she, along with Tompkins Conservation, have just
created a model for private-to-public conservation that could live on for years to come.

BBC News. (2015, December 09). Douglas Tompkins, billionaire-turned-conservationist.
Retrieved February 10, 2018, from http://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america35048806
BBC News. (2015, December 09). Por qué era tan polémico Douglas Tompkins, el millonario
ecologista que murió en un accidente de kayak en Chile - BBC Mundo. Retrieved
February 10, 2018, from http://www.bbc.com/mundo/
noticias/2015/12/151209_douglas_tompkins_patagonia_ecologia_polemica_men
Franklin, J. (2018, January 29). Chile creates five national parks over 10m acres in historic act
of conservation. Retrieved February 10, 2018, from https://www.theguardian.com/
environment/2018/jan/29/chile-creates-five-national-parks-in-patagonia
Tompkins Conservation. (2017, March 15). President of Chile, Tompkins Conservation Sign
Historic Pledge to Create 10 Million Acres of New National Parks. Retrieved February
10, 2018, from http://www.tompkinsconservation.org/news/2017/03/
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Technology has come so far that the human population on Earth now boasts
over seven billion people and counting, species evenness be darned. However, this
boom in population has placed humanity and the Earth’s resources in a precarious
situation, as not only are populations rising, but so is the standard of living for many
developing countries and their burgeoning middle class. This means more money to
burn on luxury items like expensive clothes, electronics, entertainment, and
importantly, meat.
With an increasing human population comes increased demand for protein
sources, which is often met with meat. This demand places increased ecological
stress on the earth’s biome; one estimate from the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations estimates that as much as 30% of human-caused
biodiversity loss is attributable to livestock agriculture, while also contributing to at
least 12% of global greenhouse gas emissions. Meat consumption has been on the
rise worldwide for the past 60 years--but with time, it has become evident that the
trend of eating like the average Westerner is not ecologically sustainable.
Several alternative sources of protein have been recognized for their accessibility,
nutritional quality, and ecological impact. Assessments have focused on plant
products such as soybeans and expanded to sources less popular in the Western
world—including items as unorthodox as insects. Insects have long been a part of
diets for civilizations in both hemispheres, and it’s not a stretch to imagine them
becoming a new staple of human diets. This claim sounds less laughable when one
considers that 2,000 insect species are readily used for human consumption, as they
already exhibit a high protein content, high levels of B1, B2, and B3 vitamins,
minerals, iron, zinc, and essential amino acids. When it comes to human digestion, at
least 80% of an insect meant for human consumption is digestible, demonstrating a
higher digestive efficiency than cows and chickens, which have a respective body
weight consumption of 40% and 55%.
On top of that, there are already 2 billion people in the human population that
incorporate insects into their diet. These areas of high insect consumption—a
practice known as entomophagy-- are centered in parts of Asia, Africa, and South
America. Insects that are meant to be consumed in these places are usually retrieved
from the natural environment rather than commercial farms. But the shift to largeBack to "In this Issue"
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scale insect production is not a large conceptual leap, especially when taking into
account the low ecological impact that such an operation would produce. Insects
require less food, water, and space, which translates to a carbon

There will of course need to be new health and safety codes to regulate these
hypothetical bug farms for global markets. Which will need to be handled so that
public opinion can be steered to approval for the incorporation of an entomophagic
diet into western culture. Still, to meet the demands of a growing population,
consumption patterns cannot remain stagnant. On the bright side, I’ve heard that
crickets taste like chicken.
Works Referenced
Challinor, A., Watson, J., Howden, S., & Chhetri, N. (2014). A meta-analysis of crop
yield under climate change and adaptation. Nature Climate Change, (4), 287-291.
doi:10.1038/nclimate2153
Henchion, M., Hayes, M., Mullen, A. M., Fenelon, M., & Tiwari, B. (2017). Future Protein
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feeding 9 billion people. Science, 327(5967):812-8. doi: 10.1126/science.1185383.
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Florida’s Flamingos Come Home
By James Duffy

A group of birders stands along the margins of a small South Floridian pond, binoculars
raised, voices hushed, attention rapt. Out on the water, tiptoeing delicately upon stilt-like spindles
of legs, an unmistakable animal—the focus of the birdwatchers’ elation—saunters deliberately
through the shallows. The subject of this scene is an American flamingo (Phoenicopterus ruber),
an instantly recognizable species even to those most uninitiated into the diversity of birds.
There is something deeply significant about this scene, which has unfolded with increasing
frequency in South Florida wetlands since the 1950’s: flamingos have been functionally absent
from South Florida ecosystems—one of few places in the United States where they ever naturally
occurred—since the turn of the 20th century. 19th century naturalists like the seminal John James
Audubon regularly encountered flocks of hundreds to thousands in the Florida Keys, raising the
tantalizing prospect of past breeding populations. However, these sightings tapered off around the
turn of the 20th century, representing likely extirpation by a thriving plume trade that decimated
even the most common wading birds around that time.
And yet, flamingo sightings in Florida have increased steadily since 1950, with recent years
seeing especially large increases in the flock sizes of sighted birds. Exemplifying this trend, a
group of 147 flamingos appeared in Palm Beach County in the summer of 2014. Sightings
throughout the late 20th century typically involved just one or two birds, making observations of
flocks of any size rather notable.
These Floridian flamingo sightings have been a
windfall for bird enthusiasts around the world, but a
puzzle for federal and state wildlife conservation
agencies. Florida’s Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission is tasked with applying state conservation
laws to indigenous species, but debate about the status
of Florida’s flamingos dates to the earliest records of
their presence there. Even John James Audubon, a
prolific early American ornithologist, was unable
confirm whether the flamingo flocks he observed
nested in the state.
This in part led scientists to later conclude that
flamingos were never more than seasonal vagrants to
Floridian habitats—perhaps exploiting food resources,
but always returning to population strongholds in the
Caribbean to breed. Prevailing wisdom regarding more
recent flamingo sightings held that any South Florida
birds likely represented escaped captive birds from any
number of Florida tourist locations—not recolonization
of a historical range by wild birds from the Caribbean.
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A dearth of data on past populations and current birds’ origins has largely prevented this
assumption from serious academic challenge—until last week, when the American Ornithological
Society published a study whose authors hope to finally put the question to rest. Compiling the
most exhaustive list to date of historical sightings, museum specimens, and statistical analyses of
recent sighting trends, authors from Zoo Miami and other Florida conservation organizations are
making the case that modern Floridian flamingos represent a recolonization effort by an extirpated
native species.
The paper, titled “Status and trends of American Flamingos (Phoenicopterus ruber) in
Florida, USA”, concludes that American flamingos likely nested in Southern Florida wetlands
prior to their extirpation, citing the suitability of Southern Florida habitats and the collection of
gravid female specimens in the late 1800’s. The authors point to the species’ flightiness and
preference for sheltered back bay habitats as a potential explanation for why nests were never
located in the 19th century, when South Florida human populations were low and thorough
breeding bird surveys scant.
Regarding present-day birds, the study cites instances of banded flamingos from the
Yucatán Peninsula appearing in Everglades National Park in 2002 and 2012 as evidence that at
least a proportion of Florida’s present-day flamingos are likely long-distance migrants from natural
populations elsewhere. Other studies support the species’ capability of long-distance dispersal,
adding credence to the theory that Caribbean birds may regularly wander to Floridian habitats,
especially as Caribbean populations continue increasing as part of their own long-term recovery.
As of now, the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission categorizes the
American flamingo as a nonnative species, and the species is thus outside the purview of state
conservation programs. However, state advocacy and conservation organizations indicate that
sensibilities may be changing within Florida regulatory bodies. In the meantime, further studies of
the Floridian flamingos’ diet and DNA are forthcoming, with the goal of further deciphering if and
how American flamingos are repopulating their old Florida haunts.
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By Alexandra Iannece

The fashion industry has an incredible
impact on the quality of our environment and the
availability of essential natural resources. Did you
know that it takes 2,700 liters of water just to make
a single cotton shirt? That quantity provides an
individual with enough water to drink for over two
years! Let us not forget about the millions of
animals that suffer each year in the name of the
fashion industry. It is fashion designers like Stella
McCartney who put sustainable fashion at the
forefront of the industry and inspire other designers
to embrace the same attitude. There is no shame in
having a taste for designer products—but they can
be costly, so these purchases merit more
consideration than the average item. Consumers
should think more ethically about the brands they
want to support when spending their hard earned
money.
Since the conception of her brand in 2000, Stella McCartney has consistently been
environmentally conscious in making her clothing. Despite receiving backlash from other
high fashion designers, McCartney persists in her pursuit of proving that quality fashion
can also be sustainable. McCartney has a full-time team of sustainability experts who
examine every step she takes to ensure that she can minimize her environmental impact.
McCartney is often collaborating with other clothing brands to spread eco-fashion
across the market. She worked on a collection with Adidas that consisted of athletic wear
made entirely from recycled polyester. Polyester traditionally has a massive carbon
footprint, as its textile production can release over 700 billion kg of greenhouse gases
annually. Those emissions are equivalent to the annual emissions of 185 coal fired power
plants.
McCartney’s has built environmental sustainability into her brand without
sacrificing profitability or mainstream status. She was ridiculed by designers for
embracing faux leather and faux fur, nonetheless released unique products that sold
incredibly well. The success of her fur-free line has inspired other high fashion designers
like Gucci to go fur-free .
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McCartney is constantly finding new materials to use for her line and embraces the
world of modern technology to minimize her ecological footprint . Her non-leather Falabella
bag is one of today’s best-selling handbags. McCartney utilizes a new material called Skin-FreeSkin that allows her to recreate the look of leather, leaving consumers entirely unsuspecting that
it is faux. Her eyewear collection is made from renewable resources like castor oil seeds and
citric acid. Even the plastic in her sunglasses is biodegradable, as they derive from a bioplastic
called APINAT. Interestingly, all of her stores, offices, and studios in the UK are powered by
renewable energy. McCartney highlights the importance of recycling all suitable textiles, as she
incorporates recycling systems in each of her production locations.
Something that I truly admire about Stella McCartney is that she is constantly breaking
down fashion barriers to inspire society to be more conscious of the products it purchases and
produces. Stella is not just green-washing her products for financial gain, but rather to spread a
much larger message. She wants the public to realize how impactful its consumer habits are in
all spectrums, not just fashion.
Until we can achieve a world where all products are ethically produced, it is up to us to
make sustainability a priority. I believe that we as consumers do not recognize the power that
we have on the economic market. We are the ones who dictate what products will sell and what
new trends arise. The success of any brand relies on consumers’ willingness to purchase their
products. If society makes a unified effort to be more aware of the products it purchases, then
brands will be forced to release products that appeal to an ethical taste.
“You don’t have to sacrifice style for sustainability” –Stella McCartney
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A Species We Need, Facing Extinction
By Dru Corbeille
The most important marine species? Inherently a subjective matter, certain
evidence points to the horseshoe crab (Limulus polyphemus). Horseshoe crabs have made
large contributions to medical and physiological research when compared to other marine
organisms on the planet. The largest Atlantic horseshoe crab population is found in and
around the Delaware Bay, which borders New Jersey and Delaware. Every year in May
and June, when high tide and a full moon coincide, the crabs come ashore and lay over 100
tons of eggs. Despite its name, this fascinating species is more closely related to spiders
and scorpions than to any actual crab species.
The horseshoe crab’s value to humans derives in large part from its copper-based
blood, which contains Limulus Amoebocyte Lysate (LAL) cells. These LAL cells identify
and isolate invading toxins and bacteria that threaten the animal. Scientists have developed
techniques for extracting this blood and applying it to a variety of uses in the medical field.
With high value to the scientific and medical communities, one gallon of blood can cost as
much as $60,000. Researchers have devised procedures that enable them to use horseshoe
crab blood in testing for the presence of bacterial and fungal infections. Countries around
the world have adopted and implemented such tests. These tests are used all around the
world. In the US, the Food and Drug Administration requires that “intravenous drugs and
any medical equipment coming in contact with the body must first pass through the crab’s
blood, from needles to surgical implants including pacemakers,” according to CNN. In
another application, pharmaceutical companies use LAL cells to test the sterility of
products including vaccines, prosthetics and more.
Horseshoe crabs provide a suitable species through which to study human
physiology. Most of our knowledge of human vision is based upon experiments with cells
found in the eyes of horseshoe crabs. Other experiments have found that, like sharks,
horseshoe crabs cannot get cancer. Extensive research continues to explore this
phenomenon and its implications for human health.
Unfortunately, horseshoe crab populations have experienced serious decline over
the last few decades, mostly due to anthropogenic pressures. Fortunately, scientists and
conservationists recognized horseshoe crabs populations’ decline in time to try and reverse
the trend. Prior to this realization, horseshoe crabs were frequently bled in their entirety for
medical purposes, resulting in the death of the animal. Now aware of the potential of
extinction, researchers harvest 30% of each specimen’s blood prior to returning the crab to
its habitat.
Harvesting often occurs during the crab’s breeding cycle, when they are vulnerable
to capture on the shore. Crabs are thus interrupted during mating and disoriented upon
return, further decreasing rates of successful breeding. A proposed solution would delay
the harvest to occur outside of mating season. This way, the crabs could recover during
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subsequent months with no interruption to their reproductive cycle. Horseshoe crabs
also experience harsh conditions during transport, often facing direct sun on hot boat
decks before making it to trucks. Keeping the crabs moist and cool greatly increases
their chances of surviving transport. Of the total crabs collected, around 30% die
during transport, bleeding, or release back into the water. Researchers believe that
improvements in the harvest and bleeding processes are vital to helping preserve the
species.
The incredible horseshoe crab has helped further science and saved countless
lives. Despite the species’ persistence over the last 400+ million years, horseshoe
crabs need help if they are to survive the next century. As humans, we must protect
and preserve their future, as our activity threatens them with extinction.

http://myfwc.com/research/saltwater/crustaceans/horseshoe-crabs/facts/
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Greenland is Becoming
Meltland
By Rupika Ketu

When I was little, I often thought Greenland was full
of vast prairies and forests, while Iceland remained a
frozen piece of land with no signs of life. When I learned
that Greenland is basically uninhabitable due to its icy
conditions and that more people resided in Iceland, my
10-year old self exclaimed, “Why aren’t the names
reversed? Greenland should be Iceland and Iceland
should be Greenland.” When I learned of the motives
behind naming the countries – to protect from enemies
and mislead them to attack Greenland instead of
Iceland – everything made sense.

low-lying coastal cities like Bombay, New York City, and
Miami. Specific sea level rise estimates vary throughout
climatology, especially as new variables are revealed.
For instance, one University of California, Los Angeles
team recently found that Greenlandic ice melt does not
always flow directly into the sea; rather, a proportion of
runoff is retained in porous ice, thus not immediately
contributing to sea level rise. Regardless of the debate
regarding how much sea level rise can be expected,
heavy flooding from a modicum of expected sea level
rise can inflict immense damage on coastal cities and
their populations.

Greenland amazes me to this day. It’s a
beautiful country with titanic cliffs, mountains, and not
National Geographic already keeps tabs on currently
to mention, you can catch the northern lights. from flood-affected communities, as well as potential future
there. I haven’t been there (yet), but I’m more than flood scenarios. They have identified more than 90
sure it’s beyond scenic.
coastal communities in the U.S. affected by “…chronic
flooding, meaning the kind of flooding that’s so
Here is the thing though: Greenland is melting. Fast.
unmanageable it prompts people to move away.”
Since 2002, Greenland’s ice sheet mass has decreased
National Geographic also predicts that chronic flooding
by more than 3,000 billion tons, averaging a loss of 260
will occur from Maine to Texas, and extend to the west
billion tons per year. The National Snow and Ice Data
coast by the end of the century.
Center reported a significant spike in surface melt
during September of 2017, the largest since 1978.
National Geographic further defines chronic
Sinkholes have begun to form in places where water flooding as a community’s usable land flooding “…26
melts and flows into the ocean. CNN reported that times a year, or every other week.” Imagine having to
“Meltwater from Greenland is the largest current dry your carpets and furniture every other week!
contributor to global sea level rise – double that of
The world needs to now recognize that we live
Antarctica – making the island ground zero for scientists
in an era of climate change adaptation. We must curb
studying climate change.” Sounds surreal right?
the release of greenhouse gases, or alternatively build
While sea level rise is currently driven most by seawalls, levees and other barriers to protect from
thermal expansion of ocean water, the melting of land- coastal demise. Otherwise, large segments of the
based ice sheets is expected to contribute significantly population will have to move progressively further
to sea level rise in coming decades. This specific inland.
contributor to sea level rise is especially detrimental for
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Another Battle for the People of Flint
By Amanda Zizack

In the spring of 2014, the city council of Flint,
Michigan made the decision to source the town’s
water from the Flint River. Following this came a
series of events that left the residents of Flint with
water contaminated with coliform and lead, making
it undrinkable. City officials struggled to restore safe
drinking water to the people of Flint, leaving some
residents using bottled water two years later in the
fall of 2016. After all of this time, there is still news
on Flint. A study was recently released examining the
possible connection between the quality of the
water during the crisis and a Legionnaires outbreak
that occurred in Genesee County, the same county
as Flint, around the same time as the initial water
crisis.

The first known outbreak of Legionnaires’
disease occurred in 1976 at a bicentennial
celebration of the Declaration of Independence
hosted by the Pennsylvania American Legion. In
2016, around 6,000 cases of Legionnaires’ disease
were reported, although it is likely that many cases
were not diagnosed. In the three years since the Flint
crisis first began, there have been at least 87 cases of
the disease and 12 deaths. The disease can lead to
severe pneumonia in affected individuals, with
symptoms including fever, cough, and difficulty
breathing. While a doctor can easily treat the
disease, left untreated, it se can have serious
consequences.
In attempts to gain further information,
researchers tested the water throughout the crisis in
Flint and found that there were lower levels of
chlorine in the water. While they cannot definitively
link the low levels of chlorine directly to the growth
of the Legionella bacteria, the low levels do coincide
with the outbreak. Other factors could also have an
influence on the growth of the Legionella bacteria,
such as the presence of iron in water pipes and
warmer temperatures, both of which existed in Flint.
While more research still needs to be done, for now
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it seems there is a possibility that the Legionnaires’
outbreak occurred because of the switch in the city’s
water supply. The Michigan Department of Health
and Human Services, however, criticized the study,
saying it “…has done nothing to help the citizens of
Flint and has only added to the public confusion on
this issue.”
Throughout the Flint water crisis, public
outrage has been sustained and virulent. It was
reported that state officials warned the residents of
Flint about the Legionnaires’ outbreak much later
than they should have. Some officials are being
criminally charged for the 12 deaths attributable to
the outbreak. . In court, officials are claiming that
they were not aware of the disease at an earlier time
and so could not alert the population. These

Volume 10, Issue 4

arguments have been met with skepticism among
the people of Flint, who’s trust in city government
remains low.
According to a fact sheet released by the Flint
city government, “In most years, about 9 to 11
people will get Legionnaires’ disease in Genesee
County. Genesee County had 91 cases of
Legionnaires’ disease during the summers of 20142015.” This outbreak was another hit to Flint’s
residents after a long period of dealing with this
crisis.
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How Lawsuits will Shape our Environment
by Kevin Gibney
It is no secret that American political
life is experiencing a period of exceptional
division. From tariffs on foreign goods to tax
reforms,
the
current
presidential
administration has taken plenty of actions that
upset one side or another. It leaves one to ask:
what can be done to make one’s opinion
known? Some groups are opting for subtle
politics, while others prefer public debate
across partisan lines. The National Resource
Defense Council (NRDC), however, is taking
a slightly different approach. They are suing
the pants off of the current EPA
administration.
The current goals of NRDC’s lawsuits
are to guide the EPA in their decisions
regarding pesticide use. A specific type of
pesticide cited by popular news site, The Hill,
https://pixabay.com/en/libra-scales-justice-law-lawyer-2754246/
is chlorpyrifos, which is currently linked to
developmental issues in children. Described as a “nerve gas pesticide”, suggested symptoms have
included lowered IQ and neurological problems. Although the use of this pesticide is highly
restricted, it is still allowed on citrus and tree nuts. The only restriction added in recent years was
the addition of “no spray” buffer zones around public areas in 2012. The NRDC attempted to pass
a petition along with the Pesticide Action Network North America (PANNA) in 2007 to revoke the
use of chlorpyrifos fully, but they were denied in April, 2017.
The NRDC has not been quiet about their discontent over the current direction of the EPA.
In a note to supporters, NRDC President Rhea Suh voiced her stance, particularly regarding the
EPA’s current administrator, Scott Pruitt. She is quoted by The Hill, stating “It's a new year, but
EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt wants to roll back the clock on environmental protections and drag
us back decades.” She goes on to say, “The best antidote to Pruitt's illegal attacks on our
environment? Federal court.” She continues, “We're gearing up to file suits on dozens of fronts in
the year ahead.”
These are fierce words, but NRDC is not the first to sue the current EPA. In 2017, The
Sierra Club attempted to sue Scott Pruitt directly for his public denial on national television that
CO2 is the leading cause of global warming. The Sierra Club’s claim was that in doing so, Mr.
Pruitt violated the EPA Scientific Integrity Policy, which prohibits suppressing or altering
scientific findings. Mr. Pruitt was ultimately cleared under a court’s ruling that “The freedom to
express one's opinion about science is fundamental to EPA's Scientific Integrity Policy even [and
especially] when that point of view might be controversial.”
The approach of lawsuits is an interesting one, and could pave the way towards positive
change in the eyes of those aligned with the NRDC. Rhea Suh has already cited key NRDC
victories. Several threats of litigation from the NRDC have been followed by capitulations from
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the EPA of their own free will. For the time being, the NRDC and organizations like them will continue their
battle with no real loss. For them, a lawsuit is the perfect opportunity to force the EPA to give valid reasoning
for their decisions and processes, regardless of the outcome. In NRDC’s best case scenario, they win the
lawsuit and sway the direction of the administration in their favor. At worst, NRDC has made the
administration think through its decisions enough to convince the federal court system. It is an interesting
approach, and only time will reveal its long-term impacts.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/donkeyhotey/31002355213
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Are We Humble Enough to Know How Smart
Animals Are?
By Gina Sbrilli
Primatologist and ethologist Frans de Waal calls the human ego into question when he says humans
sometimes fall into “neo-creationist" thinking. A New York Times article quoting de Waal says, “We
accept evolution but assume ‘evolution stopped at the human head’ — believing our bodies may have
evolved from monkeys, but that our brains are their own miraculous
and discrete inventions.” With this mindset, de Waal argues that
humans see their cognitive development as possessing superior
complexity to that of other animals while ignoring feats of cognition
across the animal kingdom. And even once we confront and marvel
at intelligences in the other animals, we tend to stall at primates —
simply because their intelligence looks the most like human
intelligence.
Yet even the cognitive capabilities of primates are often
underestimated. Chimpanzees can be taught to associate groups of
objects with their corresponding numeric symbol. An experiment
was done where researchers showed a young chimp a series of numbers on a screen for 210 milliseconds
— about half an eye blink — and then covered the numbers with white squares. The chimp was able to
touch the squares and organize the numbers underneath in ascending order. Primatologist Tetsuro
Matsuzawa of Kyoto University states that it is futile for a human to even try to do the same — “You
can’t,” he says bluntly. But numeric comprehension does not stop with our evolutionary relatives, as
recent studies regarding the numeric capability of animals found.
Spotted hyenas will whoop and bark to indicate the number of predators in an area and decide to
attack accordingly; male tundra frogs will methodically add one chirp to their mating call for every
competing male in the area; orb-weaving spiders keep a tally of how many prey they have wrapped in silk
and will spend the appropriate time looking for however many disappear; small fish will gravitate toward
larger schools, some doing so with a contrast ratio of .86, which allows them to distinguish between
similarly sized schools to determine the larger of the two.
De Waal also notes that it is important to observe animals within the context that they find
themselves and judge their intelligence according to where their intelligence is put to use. De Waal
provides one particularly salient example, citing the assertion that squirrels are unintelligent creatures
because they do not possess the ability to count. De Waal argues that this would be correct — but
irrelevant. “A squirrel’s life is about remembering where it stored its nuts,” de Waal says. “Its intelligence
is geospatial intelligence.” Therefore, the trap human researchers fall into is observing animal intelligence
through the lens of human intelligence, rather than observing the plane upon which animals are required to
use their specific cognitive abilities.
While humans have evolved great comprehensive and innovative ability, one could perhaps observe
a limit to our talents: by using inherently human benchmarks to measure the intelligence of other species,
perhaps we have blinded ourselves to cognition occurring all around us in the animal kingdom.
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By Ella
Grande

For the past two years, astronomers have been carefully studying a
specific star in our immense galaxy. Located in the Cygnus constellation
approximately 1,280 light years away, this star is named KIC 8462852, and
nicknamed Tabby’s Star after Tabetha Boyajian, an American astronomer and
astrophysicist that led its study. What is so interesting about this particular
star is that its brightness fluctuates wildly and irregularly. For a normal star,
this would indicate something orbiting around it, such as a planet, which is
common. As we know, Earth, along with all the other planets in our solar
system, orbit our own sun. This is normal behavior. However, for Tabby’s Star
there is no pattern to its fluctuation: it is unpredictable, and it is baffling
scientists. Huge dips in its brightness have lasted anywhere between five to
eighty days. Normally, a planet would do this at regular intervals and block
the same amount of light each time. But with Tabby’s star, there is no such
pattern. The star will lose brightness ranging from 2 percent all the way to 20
percent, which means that something huge is passing in front of it. To
juxtapose, Jupiter, which is the largest planet in our solar system, only blocks
2 percent of the sun's light. Imagine how big something would have to be to
block a full 20 percent.
Ever since this has been discovered, many
theories trying to explain the mystery have surfaced.
The most popular hypothesis thus far is the idea of a
full blown ‘alien megastructure.’ Could this be
evidence of extraterrestrial life? A Dyson sphere is a
hypothetical structure around a star that encompasses
all of its energy. Could aliens be using advanced
technology to build a sort of civilization? This idea ran
so rampant and generated so much interest that more
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than 1,700 people donated $100,000 to fund further observations of the star.
The more realistic answer is, disappointingly to many, more mundane.
With more research specifically geared towards the measurement of light
wavelengths, astronomers determined that this behavior cannot be caused by
a single solid object. This is due to the fact that the blue and red wavelengths
differ. In simpler terms, if a single object passed by, both red and blue light
would be blocked equally. However, that was not the case. Since blue light has
shorter wavelengths than red light, it is easily blocked by smaller materials,
such as fine grains of dust. So even though dust is not as cool as aliens, it is the
most scientifically plausible theory.
But it does get more interesting. Astronomer Jason Wright has been
studying this star as well, and he has his own theory about this massive
collection of dust. He thinks the dust may not be surrounding the star at all,
but could actually be gathering around a black hole somewhere between Earth
and the star. This disk of material would have to be huge to block out the star’s
light for such long periods of time. “We’re swimming in data,” says Wright.
“It’s going to take us a long time to get through it all.” So, whether this is
caused by dust, a black hole, or something else entirely, the public can look
forward to further work on this mystery.
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Geoengineering: Messiah or Monstrosity? Science Scrambles to find a “Cure” for
Global Warming
By Darrian Beam
Over the past year or so you may
have caught wind of terms such as
“climate control” and “chemtrail.” Both
have gained top seats on the tongues of
many Instagram-savvy, comment-happy
conspiracy theorists . But, while
geoengineering is a very real concept
with adherents in the scientific
community, this topic continues to cause
equally
widespread
controversy
throughout the scientific community and
misunderstanding in the public eye.

https://pixabay.com/en/chemtrail-aircraft-contrail-fog-1698549/

The Cambridge English dictionary defines geoengineering as “the use of scientific
methods to artificially control the environment, particularly the world’s temperature, in order
to deal with the problem of climate change.” Although this term is new to many, the concept
of geoengineering has been discussed for over a century. Climate control was likely first
proposed by meteorologist Nils Gustof Ekholm in the early twentieth century. Ekholm had
foreseen the detrimental effects that carbon emissions would have on the atmosphere and
believed that eventually mankind would have to reverse these effects through engineering.
Benefits
Those in support of geoengineering claim that it could be our biggest weapon against
climate change. Through the dispersion of aerosols throughout the atmosphere, we could
potentially reflect more of the sun’s rays back into the galaxy, relieving our planet of rising
temperatures, severe precipitation, and melting ice caps. Scientists have modeled this
engineering process using the natural cycle of aerosol dispersion which occurs after volcanic
eruptions. These scientists have also observed the real-time climatic impact of such aerosols.
In the case of the 1991 Mount Pinatubo eruption in the Philippines, “Following the eruption,
global temperatures abruptly dipped by about a half-degree (0.6°C) for about two years.” If
we understand the processes by which climatic cooling occurs in nature, we should
theoretically be able to replicate the aerosol dispersion tactics and implement them at a rate
which will benefit society.
Concerns
Toying with the chemical makeup of the atmosphere is a highly controversial subject.
Every person, every animal, and every organism of the earth is affected by the gases which
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envelop our planet and will thus be affected by any atmospheric alteration. One of the major
concerns with climate engineering is the sulfuric chemical makeup of particulate matter in the
utilized aerosols. Studies using climate simulation programs have shown how sulfuric aerosols will
clump together and concentrate over the tropical cold-point tropopause. This concentration may
lead to “ozone destruction cycles and cause a significant depletion of the ozone layer." Due to the
important role of ozone in reflecting UV rays, further depletion would only worsen climatic
conditions in our atmosphere.
Outside of lab predictions, the mere thought of grey days induced by aerosol cloud seeding
is unsettling. How many clouds will be produced? How widespread? Could this lead to public
health concerns with depression? The deeper one dives into the rabbit hole of geoengineering, the
more questionable it becomes. We cannot possibly predict all of the consequences that could result
from geoengineering; many therefore argue that no model for climate manipulation can truly save
us.
Research
Perhaps the most renowned geoengineering project currently underway is at Harvard
University, where ongoing research focuses on solar engineering , a form of geoengineering. The
Harvard researchers on the project favor the idea of seeding aerosol clouds into the atmosphere to
reflect sunlight. However, the researchers acknowledge the possible dangers of these chemicals and
are working towards creating aerosols with a safer chemical composition. Harvard’s first
experiment will take place this year, during which researchers will float a mineral dust filled
science balloon into the atmosphere. The contraption will dispel the aerosol particles into the air.
From this procedure researchers will be able to analyze the effects of particulate on the immediate
environment, and make inferences about the effects of widespread geoengineering in the future.
Conclusion
Geoengineering is clearly a multidimensional issue with many facets to consider. Ambitions, if
acted upon, must be accompanied by considerations of all factors and all communities that will be
affected by the geoengineering process.
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Sustainability at Davos
By Mackenzie Pitt
On January 23rd, the World Economic Forum
(WEF) hosted its annual meeting, also known as
Davos, in which world leaders gather to discuss the
global economy and the interactions between public
and private sectors on an international scale. The
four-day conference takes place at a mountain resort
in the eastern Alps of Switzerland. Elite individuals of
all backgrounds and industries attend the
conference. This year included several nation
leaders, such as British Prime Minister Theresa May,
Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, French
President Emmanuel Macron, and President Donald
Trump, who also spoke at the conference on the last
day. Several chief business executives attended,
including CEO of IBM, Ginni Rometty, Director
General of the European Organization for Nuclear
Research (CERN), Fabiola Gianotti, and Managing
Director of the International Monetary Fund,
Christine Largarde. There were even a few celebrity
appearances including Elton John and Cate
Blanchett.

The conference features an array of discussion
panels
and
speeches
from
corporate
representatives, politicians, economists, and
academics. Of the many speeches made this year,
President Trump’s gained the most attention. Similar
to his address to the UN, Trump’s speech centered
around his “America First” message, which was
followed up by a listing of his accomplishments as
president. Overall, Trump’s message ran contrary to
this year’s conference theme of “creating a shared
future in a fractured world.” Attendee Stephen
Gemkow, chairman of the investment firm Haniel,
commented, “The speech had a very strong domestic
focus. I would have wished to hear more about
international, multilateral aspects.” Kristian Jensen,
the Danish finance minister, was also in attendance.
“It was a speech about what he has done. I miss
America on the international stage,” said Jensen.
Despite the attention on Trump’s speech, the
conference saw several at-length discussions about
sustainable development and how to achieve it. UN
representatives played a strong role in
leading discussions on climate, energy,
natural resources, and sustainability. Both
the WEF and UN have pages dedicated to
sustainability goals and development plans
that were discussed at Davos. In fact, the
WEF has a highly detailed interactive web
diagram of the many goals outlined in
Davos and how they relate to subcategories
of issues such as securing sustainable
landscapes and understanding climate risks.
Most of the discussions and planning
revolved around the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) that spawned
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from the Paris Agreement in 2015. Lise Kingo, the
Executive Director of the UN Global Compact, was a
leader in the discussions with business executives on
implementing sustainable practices in the private
sector. The mission of the UN Global Compact
engages directly with businesses by aspiring to “do
business responsibly by aligning…strategies and
operations with Ten Principles on human rights,
labor, environment and anti-corruption.” Although,
Davos has been criticized in recent years as an elitist
gathering, the conference has done much by way of
furthering the SDG’s and applying them globally in a
practical way. “I am inspired that we all seem to
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agree on one thing: we are in this together. The UN,
Governments, business and civil society are being
called on to play a role and to collaborate as we turn
2015’s important global agreements into action,”
said Kingo. This is the first time that the UN Global
Compact has been represented at Davos with the
intention of potentially partnering with businesses.
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Dr. Clark’s Strange Tales


A Canada goose got its final revenge on Feb. 1

when, after being shot out of the sky by a
hunter in Easton, Maryland, it struck Robert
Meilhammer, 51, of Crapo, Maryland,
seriously injuring the waterfowler. NPR
reported that Meilhammer was hunting with a
group when one of the large geese flying
overhead was killed and fell about 90 feet,
landing on Meilhammer's head and knocking
him out. It also dislodged two of
Meilhammer's teeth. Adult Canada geese
weigh about 12 to 14 pounds and can have a
wingspan of 6 feet. At press time,
Meilhammer was in stable condition after
being airlifted to a hospital. [NPR, 2/4/2018]


A Scottish farmer called Police Scotland after
spotting what he believed to be a tiger in his
cow shed near Peterhead in Aberdeenshire on
Feb. 3. An armed response team scrambled to
the farm and within 45 minutes, established
that the fierce big cat was in fact a large
cuddly toy. "Any call reporting a potential
danger to the public has to be taken
seriously," Peterhead Inspector George
Cordiner told Metro News. "Until you know
exactly what you are dealing with, every
option has to be considered." [Metro News,
2/6/2018]
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